The dilatation field is significantly more skewed and intermittent than the vorticity field.
Strong compressions seem to be more likely than strong expansions. Of course, in order to obtain realistic turbulence fields it is necessary that the length of the computational domain be much larger than the integral length scaleof the turbulence. Spectral accuracyis obtained by using a Fourier collocation method for the spatial discretization of the governing equations. FFT's are usedto obtain the Fourier representationfrom the data in physical spaceand thereby calculate derivatives. In order to avoid expensiveevaluations of convolutions in Fourier space,the nonlinear terms are directly evaluatedin physical spaceas products of derivatives. It has been shown by Canuto, Hussaini, Quarteroni and Zang(1988) , that the ensuingaliasingerror is negligibleif the significant spatial scalesof the computed variable are resolvedon the grid. A third order, low storageRunge-Kutta scheme is usedfor advancing the solution in time.
The computational mesh becomesprogressivelyskewedbecausethe mean flow velocity fil with which the mesh moveshas a variation in the z2 direction. In order to control the loss of accuracycausedby excessiveskewnessof the mesh, we interpolate the solution on the grid at St = 0.5 shown in Fig. 2a , onto the grid sketched in Fig. 2b 
where k,_ denotes the wave number corresponding to the peak of the power spectrum. The Ct compressible velocity u i which satisfies V × u cl = 0 is also chosen to be a random Gaussian field satisfying the same power spectrum, Eq. (5). The power spectra of the two velocity components are scaled so as to obtain a prescribed u_ = , and a prescribed X = C u_/u=,, which is the compressible fraction of kinetic energy.
The pressure pZ_ associated with the incompressible velocity is evaluated from the Poisson equation 
where _e is the turbulent dissipation rate and pld""7is the pressure-dilatation. The same ratio is plotted as a function of local Mt in Fig. 9b. Thus Fig. 9 which is clearly in contradiction with the DNS results of Fig. 9 . The partition factor F is seen in Fig. 10a to approach and oscillate around an equilibrium value of approximately 0.95 indicating that equipartition in the energies associated with the compressible mode holds in the case of homogeneous shear too. In Fig. 10b we show the behavior of FT = 72M2tx/pa which is defined using the total pressure variance rather than the compressible pressure variance appearing in the definition of F. The parameter FT also appears to reach values independent of initial conditions, however this trend is less pronounced in FT relative to F.
In Fig. 11 
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c and c The top curve of Fig. 12b, which Fig. 15 . The skewness of the dilatation (see Fig. 15a ) reaches values of about -0.5, signifying that local compressions are more likely than local expansions in the flow. The long tall in the pdf of M (see Fig. 13b and the previous discussion of the figure) does not seem to contribute significantly at the level of third and fourth moments. Fig. 16b Fig. 18 correspond to compression regions where the magnitude of dilatation is larger than the maximum positive dilatation.
Because
The magnitude of dilatation in these white regions areupto 50% larger than the maximum positive dilatation indicating that compressions are stronger than the expansions. As Fig. 18 shows, the white regions of strong compression are small and discrete elements which occupy to be more prevalent in the u_ field relative to the u_ field. Figs. 20a and 20b show the incompressible pressure pZ' and the compressible pressure pO' in the same plane considered ' L in Fig. 19 . It is clear that the pZ' field has significant differences with respect to the pC' field. Contours of the magnitude of u_ in the plane shown in Fig. 19a .
Figure 20a
Contours of pI' in the plane shown in Fig. 19a .
Figure 20b
Contours of p cl in the plane shown in Fig. 19a .
